Mount Pleasant Primary School.
Impact of the School Governance Committee

These are examples of how the School Governance Committee (SGC) has
made positive impact on the education of pupils, on parents and staff.

SGC actions
The annual detailed review of pupil
progress and attainment and
comparison with MOD and national data
in SGC shows many pupils are making
more than expected progress in KS1
and KS2 in reading, writing and maths.
SGC members wanted to better
understand day to day life in school
from the view of a pupil in light of the
high mobility and gain an understanding
of how the SIP priorities are being
developed at classroom level.

Impact
A key theme of the school improvement
plan is to Increase the percentage of pupils
making above expected progress across
the school in reading, writing and maths.
SGC Members, pupils, parents and school
staff have high expectations.
SGC members are very regular visitors to
classrooms and provide a written report of
their visit. This increased level of
interaction brings SGC members a child’s
eye view of the school and assist,
especially those who are parent reps, in
communication with the parent body. This
allows more informed discussion at
meetings.
SGC Members, along with all members SGC members have attended L2
of staff are leaders in school. SGC
Safeguarding courses in BFSAI and some
training in Safeguarding and SGC
members have attended a DCYP course
membership training was identified as a specifically focused on the educational
required need.
requirements and operation of DCYP Policy
in schools.
SGC members have been invited to MOD
SGC training which has been undertaken
by a number of SGC members.
After a review of the development of
It was agreed by the Finance Member that
outside pupils and staff in Early Years
the school priority on spending to purchase
and FS1 and 2 told us that they would
robust weather proof outdoor learning
appreciate more substantial and
equipment. This is supporting the school
weather proof outdoor equipment that is improvement aim of “Maintain and develop
more suited to the Falkland’s Weather.
teaching across the school to ensure 100%
Finances for this were looked at with the of teaching is good or better”.
Finance Rep.
SGC members who are parents reps
SGC parent reps attend the monthly Mount
wanted to take views from the parent
Pleasant families coffee morning. As a
body so they were accurately
result they can pass information to the HT
representing their views to the HT.
and the school in general while parents
have a voice who can speak on their
behalf. The impact of this is clearer and
faster lines of communication.
A previous Chair SGC noted the school Head Teacher MPS approached HT Infant
has good links with the Falkland Island
Junior School Stanley to sit on the SGC.
Government but in discussion with HT
This has the impact of sharing knowledge
wanted to identify how we could use
between schools on island and sharing
expertise from both schools.
ideas and initiatives.

SGC member is in close contact with
RAF STEM in UK and as part of our
curriculum innovation in line with the
school values is undertaking building
links with STEM team.
SGC Members took views from parents
who make payments for their children to
attend MPS, due to the introduction of
CP&F (MOD payment system) the bills
have not been arriving and there has
been a back log of payments.
Absence was noted for one pupil at
88% due to medical appointments in the
UK. Two more pupils were recorded
over the year as having persistent
absence, this was all in relation to
medical appointments in the UK.
Due to the nature of the school
buildings and the length of delay in the
build of the new school the Health and
Safety SGC member wanted to make
regular visits to school to ensure the
area is H&S compliant.
Safeguarding Training

SGC members were keen to offer their
sections and departments as venues for
Educational visits.

SGC members hold the school to
account.

KS2 pupils have now had several visits
from the RAF STEM team and this has
supported the school STEM subjects
providing practical sessions and further
enthusiasm to this area of the curriculum.
A smooth payment system is in place and
this impacts positively in the parent body
and the day to day work of the school.

Chair spoke to SMO about not making
appointment in term time and requested
that this be taken into significant
consideration. Number of episodes of
children attending routine appointments in
the UK in term time has reduced.
H&S SGC member made regular visits to
Mount Pleasant School, this is a safe school
and as a result of the input from many
parties the school has retained an ‘A’ rating
from DCYP.
Delivered in partnership with L2 Multiagency
Training provided by SSAFA and L2 and L3
DCP Update training provided by MOD
Schools Safeguarding Team.
Many sections have offered their time to the
school, meaning the trips offered to children
have been exceptional. Helicopter trips
were a great success as was the Mount
London Battlefield tour and the visit of the
women of the Indian Round the World
Sailing Team.
SGC members as probing questions in SGC
meetings and as part of their school visits.
They are interested to know the comparison
between Mount Pleasant School and a
school in England. They are keen to know
that there is no disadvantage to a child
attending Mount Pleasant School.

